Tell your story
sessions
1/2 - 12noon

Main conference Room A

Klubowa Room

It’s only a project!
4 years social media in church – a critical
review

A theology of sharing
based on St. Augustin.
“The Anthropological Dimension of Free
Software: a Philosophical Argument”

Lunch 13:00
3/4 - 14:00

"And then God created... framework about modlitwawdrodze.pl"

5/6 - 14:30

WeCa prize for the best Catholic site.
How to use the pretext of a prize to be
awarded to the author of the best parish or
association website to spread something
about your pastoral work, training webinars,
and stimulate a better quality of pastoral
operators on the web.

"Bells for Aleppo - how Finnish
church created a global phenomenon".

“Refugees Reporting” a project of the World Association for
Christian Communication (WACC) –
Europe Region and the Churches’
Commission for Migrants in Europe
(CCME) to develop quantitative analysis
of refugees and communication rights in
Europe. The project will undertake
and then
extensive media monitoring in at least
five countries to provide analysis and
TamperePilgrimage - combining old and insight on how to better support
new: There are now 15 pilgrimage routes in balanced media coverage and public
Tampere. You can use those by yourself
debate.
with mobile-app and meditate at any time
you want.
Coffee break

7/8 - 16:00

9/10 - 16:30

"How the church can use a database to
better understand and engage their
members.
Together with churches across Europe we
are building a database specifically for the
needs of the church. I enables them to
reach out to more people and increase
activity and the mission on the church.
In addition to the database we are
considering ways to measure engagement
and activity within the church and their
members. I will present our thoughts and
hope to get some feedback."

OIKOUMENE-GO! How to catch the
ecumenical spirit online and offline

When Pokémon GO landed on the
Swedish app store it only took a few
weeks for almost everyone in Sweden to
know what it was. On its second week
we started doing a small free-for all
gathering every week one hour before
the mass on Thursdays. There we invite
everyone interested in coming and
having some juice, coffee or tea and we
pay for the lure modules in the two
pokestops by the church during that
hour. I will tell my story about how we
got started, why we do it the way we do
and why we still haven’t stopped nine
months later.

Interactive services with live
streaming and social media
participation

17:30

Reflection

19:00

Dinner

